Rhodes Harvey Introductions
Confidentiality & Privacy Policy

Rhodes Harvey Introductions client's privacy and confidentiality rights are paramount. The following
information is to explain the official privacy and confidentiality policy of why and when personal information
is gathered, and handled. Having worked as a relationship counsellor and being a member of the International
Association of Coaches an exceptional standard of confidentiality is required, which we fully understand and
implement such standards throughout the service

Rhodes Harvey Introductions Commitment
Due to the nature of the service being "relationship" based personal information is required if someone
becomes a client; such as family history, education, past relationships, divorce, separation from spouse, widowed,
or any other personal information that may affect the service and introductions. The basis of the service
is trust and honesty on both sides. Any personal information that I obtain from you to initiate, maintain,
or support your " private search" will be kept private. Furthermore, your information and personal details
will NEVER be shared, sold, exchanged, or released to any third party for any reason with the "exception"
of networking with other matchmakers and agencies to help provide services to you. The information
provided to those"matchmakers" is shared only when necessary to initiate, maintain, or support your search
for a partner through Bespoke Match, Classic Match or Passive Match membership, and only with the
minimum of information needed initially to assist with matches. Personal address, phone numbers,
email address, cell/mobile phone is never shared.

Networking and Matchmaker Information
Certain aspects of the service are handled by a very few carefully selected and screened matchmakers through
the MATCHMAKERS NETWORK which help me provide the highest quality introductions. I have chosen only
the best and most experienced global connections of expertise that meet my own high privacy and
confidentiality standards. Networking with other matchmakers is on a“when required” basis. I prefer to use
my own expertise to pool my clients matches, but on occasions this has to be opened up as not all searches
produce the same results, nor at the same time. Additionally other matchmakers may contact me looking for
a match for their client, in which case your profile NOT personal details may be shared. I reserve the right to
use other matchmakers at my discretion and this is part of the terms and agreement especially for Club Match.

Requesting a Brochure
Anyone who requests a brochure or contacts Rhodes Harvey Introductions for information, sends an email to
" Jill Rhodes Harvey" to make an enquiry, will receive a personal reply and have their email address added to
a "Follow UP" communication system, this is to ensure potential clients actually receive the information they
requested and to keep people in the loop of any information they may find useful or have requested to be
kept up to date with. They can remove their name from the "follow up" system at anytime by either just
returning a blank email or by unsubscribing: www.rhodesharveyintroductions.co.uk/unsubscribe, where
their name will be removed immediately and will not receive any further communication.
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Client ProfileDetails .
No personal information, surname, home, business address, cell/mobile number, email address is
ever used within any profiles, or ever given to anyone except “MOBILE NUMBERS” which are swapped
24 hours before an introduction takes place so if any difficulties arise, such as being held up the
person you’re meeting can be contacted. All other details remain private and confidential until you
wish to divulge your personal information. Confidentiality and privacy is paramount to the agency.

Details provided before Introductions
As stated above your cell/mobile number is provided to your introduction approximately 24/36
hours before the meeting takes place, this is to ensure the man is able to send an ice breaker text
before meeting (male clients usually like to introduce themselves) but NO other personal details are
ever provided. I can if preferred provide a temporary masking cell/mobile number if someone is
really nervous, but I have only been asked twice in 13 years to do this, as everyone is met and vetted
personally by me, Jill Rhodes-Harvey.
Any future changes to this policy will be immediately updated and made available on Rhodes Harvey
Introductions website. 29thMay 2017
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